V. Digital Implementation of Satellite Carrier Acquisition and Tracking
Most satellite systems utilize TDMA, where multiple users share the same channel by
using the bandwidth for discrete intervals of time slots. Only one user can access the
channel at any instant in time. Time slots are assigned by a netwolrk controller for each
frame (user). Each terminal has unique phase and frequency offset resulting in
unpredictable carrier changes from message to message. To aid acquisition, each message
or frame has a preamble or training sequence, which is transmitted as the initial part of
each communications burst. The preamble format usually is continuous wave (CW)
carrier followed by a dot pattern (alternating or repeating sequence of l’s and O’s). The
CW sequence (all O’s) creates a tone that is commonly used by receivers to recover
frequency offsets and tracking using some form of feedback loops, such as Costas
acquisition and tracking loop. The alternating sequence following the CW part in the
burst creates a sine wave at the receiver that has a frequency at half the symbol rate,
which is used for symbol synchronization.
Frequency offsets in MobileSat communication terminals are experienced due to several
factors, oscillator frequency-uncertainty, oscillators drift, and Doppler effects arising
from vehicular motion with respect to the satellite. Depending on the carrier frequency
and satellite and ground receiver’s relative velocity, such frequency offsets can vary from
few hundred Hertz up to several kilohertz. LEO and ICO satellites are located at heights
of 10,000 - 20,000 kms above the equator, and have a relative velocity of 1500 m/s
operating at 2 GHz, this results in Doppler shifts as high as 10 kHz. GE0 satellites are
located at height of 36,000 km and operate at frequency of 1.5 GHz; or C/KU-band, while
the satellite is fixed relative to earth, the relative mobile speed of 100 km/hr creates a
Doppler shift of up to 138 Hz for L-band signals. For aircraft with speeds up to 1000
km/hr, the maximum Doppler can be as high as 1800 Hz.
There are several methods employed to estimate such Doppler and carrier drifts, then
correct for them. First method is by tuning the reference NC0 to an initial known offset,
during the first portion of the TDMA, the loop is configured to irnplement a frequency
locked loop by using wide loop bandwidth to be able to pull in large frequency offsets,
and frequency acquisition occur within few inverse loop bandwidth values with high
probability. After the loop having locked, the loop bandwidth is narrowed to implement
a phase lock loop to track out phase errors. A second approach is to use a fixed loop
bandwidth, however sweep the frequency oscillator (NCO) of the receiver over the
uncertainty region (+ Afmax ) at sufficiently low rate so as to enable the narrow loop to
lock. A third approach has recently been utilized due to the introduction of high speed,
low cost DSPs, is to use DFT aided acquisition [6]. The DFT operation would determine
the initial frequency offset in relatively short processing time while the loop is open, then
the NC0 is programmed to the conjugate of that offset resulting in reducing the total
frequency offset to a residual offset which is within the pull-in range of the Costas loop.
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V.2. DFT-Aided Open Loop Frequency Acquisition and Tracking
To circumvent problems associated with feedback Costas loops. in figure 9, such as
instabilities, design and implementation difficulties, speed of convergence, and preamble
utilization, is to use a modified feed forward open loops by extending their capture range
to frequency offsets that are larger than 10% of the data rate. Therefore making them able
to cope with typical mobile satellite carrier offsets that are of the order of several kiloHerts. A modified feed forward techniques proposed here, that does not suffer from hangups, and can acquire signals with relatively short time, while using random symbols and
not constrained to using a dedicated CW portion of the preamble. Furthermore has an
extended capture range beyond the estimation range of conventional feed forward
algorithms that are empl oyed previously.
While the digital implementation of conventional Costas loops and feed forward loops
are implemented after the matched filter, resulting in limiting the frequency offset
acquisition range, as a result, the matched filter attenuates signals with large frequency
offsets that lies outside its pass band. The new proposed scheme is implemented prior to
the channel-matched filter by using a simple low pass filter that has a pass band equal to
2Af.,, Hz. The algorithm is primarily developed for carrier acquisition and tracking of
signals received from UHF-Military satellites operating with bursts of variable data rates
from 1200 to 19200 symbols/s, and a burst duration of 100 to 400 milliseconds. The
satellite signal is acquired first at low resolution using relatively sh.ort DFT, which brings
large frequency offsets to such offsets that are within the capture range of feed forward
algorithm, then the feed forward loop fine tunes the small offsets by estimating the carrier
offset with variances less than lo? Unlike Costas loop, the proposed algorithm does not
rely on the use of the CW portion of the burst for initial acquisition and phase tracking,
instead it utilizes the alternating sequence which does not have to have synchronized
symbols, it only utilizes the spectral contents of the alternating sequence. The initial
acquisition is performed based on the simple fact that an alternating sequence pattern
yields a line spectra with tones at a frequencies of f = Af + nR, /2 Hz, where n is an
integer. Figure 10 shows a TDMA QPSK burst with a preamble of alternating sequence
running at 40 ksps and 10,000 symbols/s. The figure (bottom) shows the spectral
contents of the captured signal, where the presence of two spectral peaks at
f = Af k R, /2 , or 4 and 6 kHz. To demonstrate the proposed algorithm, let’s assume a
satellite signal that experiences a carrier offset with a range Iof Af , where -5kHz
,< Af <5kHz, with f, = 40 kHz, R, = IO, 000 symbols/s, and a bin size that is equal to the
maximum frequency range of the Feed forward algorithm. Figure 11 shows the
performance of the algorithm in tracking the offset carrier of Af = +5kHz. The figure
shows that by combining DFT and feed forward algorithms in a ca;scade form, a powerful
algorithm become apparent which can overcome many of the problems associated with
conventional Costas and Feed forward algorithms used for wide band acquisition and
tracking.
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